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Epistemology





Fuller (2018)

Truth is contested, what does it 
mean something to be true

Evidence to justify truth production

Etymology: troth = fidelity

Fidelity to source or target?

Secularization of knowledge



Fuller (2018)

Loyalty to truth teller  (eg. Christian Deity)

Or loyalty to the target

Aquinas, writing at a time of considerable 
heresy in the late thirteenth century, was  
reasserting confidence that the world as it 
normally appears is close enough to God’s 
plan that the faithful should stop trying to 
second-guess God’s intentions and focus 
instead on getting the empirical details of the 
Creation right.
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Loyalty to truth teller  (eg. Christian Deity)

Or loyalty to the target

Aquinas, writing at a time of considerable heresy 
in the late thirteenth century, was  reasserting 
confidence that the world as it normally appears 
is close enough to God’s plan that the faithful 
should stop trying to second-guess God’s 
intentions and focus instead on getting the 
empirical details of the Creation right.

Think about truth production: contentedness of 
words, argument constructions, rhetorics, 
experentise, representation, authority , loyalty.
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Rogers (2017)

● Purpose of media 

● Repurposing media

● Personalisation filter bubble

● Search as research 

● User as search engine co-author

● Query design

● Words take sides

○ Program/antiprogram: 

○ Unambiguity & ambiguity



Case-study 1: Municipal elections





Verkiezingsprogramma's G40 + 4 grootste 
steden 

Worden geturft op aanwezigheid termen 
mbt digitale agenda 

Resultaten worden geaggregeerd en 
gecorrigeerd naar aantal woorden in elk 
programma





Case-study 2: COP 21



This research is build around one particular question, tapping into Greenpeace’s (and other NGOs’) desire 
to know what influence they had on the larger narrative on Twitter about COP21 in general and the energy 
debate in particular. In addition, this research focused on mapping the presence of NGOs in the sub 
narrative about renewables and green energy, hence our research question was:

To what extent was the effort of NGOs to situate the renewable energy debate within the larger narrative 
about COP21 successful and visible on Twitter?

In turn, this question has been operationalized into two sub questions. These questions allowed us to 
focus on different parts of our main question to eventually accurately formulate an answer to our research 
question as a whole.

RQ 1: To what extent is the energy debate visible and integrated within the larger COP21 narrative?

RQ 2: Which NGOs are part of the top influencers in the energy debate?

RQ







Assignment
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→ next week 3) visual representations

Steps:

1. Think of a good research question
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Purpose: look at 1) language & 2) stakeholders 

→ next week 3) visual representations

Steps:

1. Think of a good research question
2. What do you expect? Draft some hypothesis
3. Design a query (Query design Rogers, 2017)
4. Install the research browser (or a clean version of Firefox) LINK
5. Install the search engine scraper toolbar, use Bing start with small scrapes ( watch tutorial

+ LINK)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj65Xr9GkJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sH5iPmcbQl4
https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/searchEngineScraper/


USE BING AND 
SMALL NUMBER 
OF RESULTS

DECIDE WHO 
WILL SCRAPE









If you can't open the csv file, 
try and open it in Google drive
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→ next week 3) visual representations

Steps:

1. Think of a good research question

2. What do you expect? Draft some hypothesis

3. Design a query (Query design Rogers, 2017)

4. Install the research browser (or a clean version of Firefox) LINK

5. Install the search engine scraper toolbar, use Bing start with small scrapes ( watch tutorial + LINK)

6. Categorization stakeholders
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Purpose: look at 1) language & 2) stakeholders 

→ next week 3) visual representations

Steps:

1. Think of a good research question

2. What do you expect? Draft some hypothesis

3. Design a query (Query design Rogers, 2017)

4. Install the research browser (or a clean version of Firefox) LINK

5. Install the search engine scraper toolbar, use Bing start with small scrapes ( watch tutorial + LINK)

6. Categorization stakeholders

7. Optional: Wordcloud (TOOL)

QUESTIONS?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj65Xr9GkJM
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https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/searchEngineScraper/
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